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Influence of parameters of large turbogenerators on short circuit currents and torques. 

Brilinsky A. S., Grishin N. V., Koshcheev L. A., Smolovik S. V. 

Powerful turbogenerators (T3V-1200-2A, TVV-1200-2) are characterized by significant design 

complexity and large electromagnetic and mechanical loads. To reduce the rated currents and 

short-circuit currents, the stator winding is made of a six-phase split into two three-phase systems 

with a shift of 30 degrees, while they form phase-matching first harmonics of magnetic field induction 

in the air gap of the machine. The presence of mutual inductance of three-phase systems by stator 

leakage magnetic flux and mutual magnetic flux determines the specifics of transient processes 

during emergency disturbances. Earlier studies revealed large currents values during short circuits 

at the terminals of the windings. The purpose of the article is to determine the influence of the main 

parameters of generators on short-circuit currents, including mutual inductance between split 

three-phase stator windings. 

Key words: synchronous generator, split stator winding, three-phase short circuit, non-simultaneous 

short circuit. 

 

Balancing the mode of long-distance power transmission with series compensation installations. 

Koshevoy K. E., Krasilnikova T. G., Novikov A. N., Novikov N. L., Samorodov G. I. 

This article discusses the problem associated with balancing the normal mode of long-distance 

power transmission equipped with series compensation installations. Two options for balancing the 

mode are being considered: the traditional option by transposing the line and the option based on 

the use of series compensation settings with different parameters in phases. Mode balancing is 

illustrated by the example of long-distance power transmission class 500 kV and line length 

1000 km using two series compensation units, evenly distributed in the middle part of the line, which 

ensures throughput at the same level in terms of static stability and permissible voltage conditions 

along the line. 

Key words: long-distance power transmission, installation of series compensation, maximum power 

mode, mode asymmetry, line transposition, phase coordinates. 

 

Integration tools for «ARU RZA» into third-party information systems, including using CIM. 

Abakumov S. A., Vishtibeev A. V., Nadobnaya E. A., Ponomarev E. A., Savvin D. N., Erekaikin E. I. 

The article describes the features of using the generalized information model and the potential effects 

of using CIM-based models in the electric power industry. It discusses the issues of integrating 

“ARU RZA” with a unified information model developed by JSC “SO UPS”. The capabilities of a 

specialized module for importing network models, parameters, and states of network elements and 

device settings are described. It also considers the use of the implemented module to solve current 

problems by relay protection and automation service specialists. 

Key words: software, short-circuit currents calculation, settings of relay protection, CIM, unified 

information model, integration. 

 


